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Introduction

1. In this paper the topological structure theory of Peano spaces is ap-

plied to certain metric problems that arise in the theory of surface area. As a

general reference for the many topological concepts involved, we use the book

of G. T. Whyburn on Analytic topology (see the Bibliography at the end of

this paper). For concepts and results relating to surface area theory, we use

as a general reference the book of T. Rado on Length and area (see Bibliog-

raphy), which contains also most of the topological information needed in the

sequel. This book will be referred to as LA. Numbers in square brackets refer

to literature cited in the Bibliography at the end of the paper.

2. Let P be a Peano space, P* a metric space, and T a continuous map-

ping from P into P*. To motivate the general study undertaken in this paper,

let us first assume that P* is the Euclidean three-space, and that P is either

a 2-cell or a 2-sphere. Then T may be thought of as a representation of an

Psurface of the type of the 2-cell or the 2-sphere respectively (see LA II.3.44).

Let us denote by -4(P) the Lebesgue area of this surface (see LA V.2.3).

Then _(P) may be thought of as a functional of the continuous mapping T.

This functional has remarkable additivity properties. Let us consider a mono-

tone-light factorization

T = LM,        M: P-*-m,       L-.m-^P*

of T (see LA II.1.18), where -»• indicates a mapping onto, —» indicates a

mapping into, and products of mappings are read from the right to the left.

Let C be a generic notation for a proper cyclic element of the middle-space SD?,

and let re denote the monotone retraction from 9Jc onto C. We have then the

remarkable formula

AiT) = J2MLrcM),

where the summation is extended over all the proper cyclic elements of 9JÎ.

The reader is referred to LA 11.5.10 for historical remarks and technical

comments concerning the work of C. B. Morrey, J. W.T. Youngs, and T. Rado

relating to the above formula (see also Bibliography, [2], [3], [4]).

We shall refer to the property of A (P), expressed by the above formula, as

weak additivity, in contradistinction with a stronger property that we shall

term strong additivity. Our search for this strong additivity property was sug-
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gested by the study of a paper of J. W. T. Youngs, as yet unpublished, on the

isoperimetric inequality. In that paper, J. W. T. Youngs developed a general

additivity theorem for the homomorphisms induced by continuous mappings

between the cohomology groups of compact metric spaces. In the additivity

theorem for such homomorphisms, he considered factorizations that were not

assumed to be monotone-light. While studying his work, we raised the ques-

tion whether a similar strong additivity theorem holds for the Lebesgue area

_(P). The affirmative answer to this question is one of the results established

in the present paper. The following comments concerning our method may be

of interest. To establish the strong additivity (see §4.1) of the Lebesgue area

_(P), it would be natural to follow the pattern of proof employed in [4] to

establish the weak additivity. In the paper just quoted, the weak additivity

is proved for a whole class of functionals possessing certain properties. The

application to the Lebesgue area is then made by showing that the Lebesgue

area _l(P) possesses the properties required for the validity of the general

weak additivity theorem (see LA V.2.55). Similarly, in the present paper we

first derive a strong additivity theorem for general functionals (see part 4),

and the application to the Lebesgue area could be made by showing that A (P)

possesses the properties required for the validity of our strong additivity

theorem. This would require a laborious study of metric properties of AiT)

which we omit because we have a far more elegant and instructive method

at our disposal. Indeed, in part 5 we show that under certain very general

conditions the strong additivity property is an essential topological conse-

quence of the weak additivity property. The application to the Lebesgue

area is immediate (see §5.6).

1. Definitions and lemmas

1.1. Throughout Part 1, P is a fixed Peano space and P* is a fixed metric

space (see LA 1.2.10, 1.2.33). 13 denotes the class of all continuous mappings

T from P into P*. Thus an inclusion PG15 means that T is defined and con-

tinuous on P and for every point pEP the image point Tip) =p* lies in P*.

1.2. Given three mappings T, Pi, P2 in 15, we shall say that Pi, P2 con-

stitute a partition of T if there exists a point po*EP* and a pair of subsets

£1, £2 in P such that the following conditions hold, (a) £1, £2 are closed sets,

(b) £i+£2 = P. (c) Pi, P2 satisfy the relations

U„)-i™  "  iS£"     r,W=f*     if  >eE-
\t»     if ?_£., \np) a  íE4

1.3. An unrestricted factorization of a mapping PG13 consists of two map-

pings/, 5 and of a Peano space 5DÎ, such that the following conditions hold.

(a) / is a continuous mapping from P into „c.

(b) í is a continuous mapping from „c into P*.

(c) T = sf.
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The following remarks are in order. As regards (c), let us recall the agree-

ment that product mappings are to be read from the right to the left throughout

the paper. As regards SO?, it may be any Peano space. In particular, the image

/(P) may be a proper subset of _c. An unrestricted factorization will be indi-

cated by writing

T = sf,       f:P-*m,       s:$R-^P*.

The mappings/, 5 will be termed the first and the second factor respectively,

while 9)2 will be called the middle-space of the unrestricted factorization.

1.4. The term unrestricted factorization is used to stress the generality of

the situation as compared with the so-called monotone-light factorizations. In a

monotone-light factorization, the first factor/is required to be monotone, the

second factor s is required to be light, and / is required to map P onto „c

(see LA II.1.18). The last condition places a severe restriction upon _î. For

example, if P is a 2-sphere, then the middle-space occurring in a monotone-

light factorization must be a cactoid.

1.5. Given PG15, consider an unrestricted factorization T = sf,f: P—>9Jl,

s: _c-_>*. Let A, Alt _2 be A-sets in 9Jc (see LA II.2.31) such that

(1) Ai + A2 = A,       AiA2 = jo,

where r0 is a single point. Let r, r_, r2 be the monotone retractions from 3DÎ

onto A, Ai, _2 respectively (see LA II.2.40, II.2.43). Let us denote by h

the monotone retraction from A onto _i and by f2 the monotone retraction

from A onto _2. We have then the formulas (see LA II.2.100)

ri = fir,        rt = f*.

An easy argument shows that ri = ru r2 = f2 on A (cf. LA II.2.42, II.2.43,

11.2.81). There follow the formulas

(2) ri = nr,        r2 = r2r.

Let us introduce the mappings

(3) t = srf,       n = srif,       r2 = sr2f.

Then clearly r, t_, r2 belong to 13.

Lemma. The mappings tu T2 constitute a partition of"r isee 1.2).

Proof. Let us define the point p* and the sets £i, £2 by the formulas

(see(l)):

(4) p*o = sil,).

(5) £1 = irfi-KAx),       £2 = irfTKAt).

In view of (2), we have
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(6) irrfip) = inrfXp) = ri[irf)ip)}, p E P.

UpEEi, then irf)ip)EAi by (5), and hence by (6)

(7) inf)ip) = irf)ip) if   p G £i,

since riii) = j if lEAi. On the other hand, if pEE2, then irf)ip)EA2 by (5),
and hence by (6)

(8) inf)ip) = r0 if   íG £2,

since clearly ri(r)=r0 if ïG-42 (cf. LA II.2.40). From (3), (7), (4) we infer

that

,„,      (rip) if   pEEi,

Tl(P)=\p*o if   PEE2.

A similar reasoning shows that

T2ÍP)

. *
= (po

{rip

Po if    PE Eu

ip) if   PEE2.

In view of (5) and (1) it is clear that £i, £2 are closed and £i+£2 = P. Thus

Ti, t2 constitute a partition of r, in the sense of 1.2.

1.6. Let <_ (P) be a functional, defined for PG13, satisfying the following

conditions.

(a) <-(P) is real-valued and non-negative. For certain mappings PG15,

we may have -'(P) = + °°.

(b) If P is constant on P, then <_ (P) =0.

(c) -'(P) is l.s.c. (lower semi-continuous), in the following sense. Given

two mappings T', T" in 13, their distance diT', T") is defined as

max p[T'ip), T"ip)], pEP, where p denotes the distance in the metric space

P* (note that the use of the maximum is justified since P is compact). The re-

quirement of lower semi-continuity means that if P„G13, w = 0, 1, 2, • ■ ■ ,

and diTn, P„)-K) for «-><*>, then <I>(P0) glim inf <ï>(P„).

(d) <- is additive under partition, in the following sense. If the mappings

Pi, P2form a partition of the mapping P (see 1.2), then i>(P) = <I>(Pi)+<-(P2).

1.7. Given a functional <- with the properties stated in 1.6, let T = sf,

f: P^>Tl, s: _î—>P*, be an unrestricted factorization of a mapping PG13.

Let _i, • • • , An be _-sets in W such that A\+ • • • +An = W and for each

j=l, ■ • • ,n — l the product (_i+ ■ • • +Aj)Aj+i is a single point %,-.

Finally, let r¡ denote the monotone retraction from 3JÎ onto A,-, j = 1, • • •    n.

Lemma. Under the conditions just stated, we have the formula

(1) HT) = ¿ SisrJ).
3-1
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Proof. Proceeding by induction, we assume first that n = 2. By the lemma

of 1.5, the mappings srif, 5r2/ constitute a partition of P (in the present case,

Ai+A2 = W and hence the mapping r of 1.5 reduces now to the identity).

Thus, for n = 2, the formula (1) follows directly from 1.6 (d). Let us assume

that the lemma has been proved for the case when the number of the _-sets

involved is not greater than n — 1. To establish  (1), we write

M =   („! +  • ■ ■   + __!) + An.

Then Ai+ ■ • • +^4„_i is again an _-set, and (_U + • • • +An-i)An is a

single point. Since we already verified the lemma for the case of two „-sets,

there follows the formula

(2) HT) = Hsrf) + Hsrnf),

where r denotes the monotone retraction from 9)c onto _i+ • • • +_„_i.

For the mapping srf we have the unrestricted factorization

(3) srf=sirf),   rf: P->_i + • • • + „„_!,   s: Ax + ■ ■ ■ + __i -» P*.

Now each Aj,j = l, • ■ ■ , n — 1, is an A-set relative to Ai+ • • • +An-i (see

LA II.2.81). Since the lemma is assumed to hold for the case of n — 1 _-sets,

we infer from (3) the formula

«-i

(4) Hsrf) = 22 Hsfff),
3=1

where f¡ is the monotone retraction from Ai+ ■ • ■ +_n_i onto A¡. Clearly

fjr is a monotone retraction from SJc onto A¡, and hence fjr = r¡ (see LA

II.2.43). Thus (4) yields

(5) Hsrf) = 22 *(«"/)•
3-1

Finally, (1) follows from (2) and (5).

1.8. Given a functional <_ with the properties stated in 1.6, let T = sf,

f: P—>Wl, s: _î—»P*, be an unrestricted factorization of a mapping PG13.

Let A be an A-set in 9JÎ, and let r he the monotone retraction from ffl. onto A.

Lemma. Under the conditions just stated, we have the inequality

(1) HT) _: Hsrf).

Proof. Case (a). A = ÜTJc. Then r reduces to the identity, and (1) is obvious.

Case (b). A is a proper subset of _c, and the set 3JÎ — A has a finite number

of components Si, • ■ ■ , S„. If we denote by A¡ the closure of S¡, then A¡

is an A-set (see LA II.2.73), and A+Ai+ • ■ • +_„ = „i. Furthermore, each

one of the products AAi, (_+_i)_2, • • • , (_+_i+ • • • +A„-i)A„ re-

duces to a single point (see LA II.2.35, II.2.73). Hence, by the lemma in 1.7,
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(2) HT) = Hsrf) + 22 Hsrif),
3-1

where r¡ is the monotone retraction from 9)2 onto A¡. Since _ is non-negative,

(2) implies (1).

Case (c). A is a proper subset of SD., and the set Wl—A has infinitely

many components Si, ■ ■ ■ , Sn, ■ ■ ■ . In this case, let us put

CO

(3) An = A + 22 Si.
i-n+l

Then _t„ is again an _-set of 9)2, and the components of SCî—_4„ are precisely

Si, ■ ■ • , Sn (see LA II.2.75). Thus we can apply the result established under

case (b) to _„. Hence, if we denote by fn the monotone retraction from 9)2

onto An, we have the inequality

(4) HT) _: Hsfnf).

Now the diameter of Sj converges to zero as j—»<*> (see LA II.2.37). It fol-

lows that fn converges, uniformly on 9)2, to the monotone retraction r from 9)2

onto A (cf. LA II.2.40). Hence sfnf converges to srf uniformly on 9)2. By 1.6 (c)

it follows that

(5) lim inf Hsrnf) è Hsrf) for   n —» <~.

Finally, (4) and (5) yield (1).

1.9. Let P = s/,/: P—»9)2, í: 502—»P* be an unrestricted factorization of

a mapping PG15. Let Ai, ■ ■ • , A¡, • • ■ be a (finite or infinite) sequence

of cyclic chains in 9J2 that constitute a decomposition of 9)2 in the sense

of the cyclic chain approximation theorem (see LA II.2.71). Let r,- be the

monotone retraction from 9)2 onto A¡. Finally, let $> be a functional with the

properties listed in 1.6.

Lemma. Under the conditions just stated, we have the formula

(i) HT) = 22 Hsfif).
3

Proof. Case (a). The sequence Ai, • • • , A¡, • ■ • is finite. Let it contain

n elements Au ■ • • , An. Then _lf •••,_„ satisfy the assumptions of 1.7,

and thus (1) follows directly from the lemma proved there (cf. LA II.2.71).

Case (b). The sequence Ai, • • • , An, • • • is infinite. Let us put

(2) 2In = _i+ ••• +_n.

Then 2In is an _-set, and hence there exists a unique monotone retraction f„

from 9)2 onto „„. If we denote by dn the maximum diameter of the com-

ponents of the set 9J2 — 2ln, then dn—>0 (see LA II.2.72). As a consequence, fn

converges uniformly to the identity on 9)2 for n—* », and hence sfnf converges
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uniformly to sf=T. By 1.6 (c) there follows the inequality

(3) HT) ^ hm ini Hsfnf) for »->».

For the mapping Pn = sfnf we have the unrestricted factorization

Tn  =  Sifnf), fnf:   P ~+ 2l„, S :   2I„ -+ P*.

In view of (2), the middle space 2l„ presents case (a), already discussed.

Hence, if we denote by rn¡ the monotone retraction from 3l„ onto A¡,

j = 1, • • • , n, we have the formula

n

(4) Hsfnf) = 22 Hsrl-rJ).
3=1

Now clearly r"fj is a monotone retraction from 9)2 onto A,-, and hence (see

LA II.2.43)

(5) nfj = r¡.

From (5), (4), (3) we infer the inequality

CO

(6) HT) â 22 Hsr¡f).
3=1

To obtain the complementary inequality, we note that

(7) HT) _: Hsfnf)

by 1.8. From (4), (5), (7) there follows, for n—>=o, the inequality

(8) HT) è 22 *(«■«/).
3-1

Finally, (6) and (8) yield (1).

1.10. In 1.6 we permitted the functional <£ to take on the value + <x>

for certain mappings PG13. Hence a formula like 1.9 (1) is to be interpreted

properly in cases where some of the --values involved are infinite. The

plausible agreements that we used implicitly are as follows. If qn is a sequence

of non-negative numbers, some of which may be infinite, then the formula

(1) I = 22 ?./
3

has the following meaning. If at least one q¿ is infinite, then q= + =°. If each

q¡ is finite, but the series in (1) fails to converge, then g= + <». Finally, if

each q¡ is finite and the series in (1) converges, then q is equal to its sum.

2. Monotone retractions

2.1.  In the present part 2 we shall give some properties of monotone re-
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tractions and classes of monotone retractions defined on Peano spaces. Many

of the results are well known but are included for the sake of completeness.

Throughout part 2, P will be a fixed Peano space. A continuous mapping

t from P onto a Peano space Po will be indicated by writing t:P-*-P0, where

the bold-face arrow means that the mapping is onto.

2.2. Lemma. Let M: P-*-ffl be a monotone mapping from P onto a Peano

space 9)2. For every A-set A in P we have the following conditions satisfied, (a)

M is monotone on A. (b) 2l = i_(_) is either an A-set or a single point, (c) For

the monotone retractions rA from P onto A and r%from 9)2 onto 21, MrA =r%M.

Proof, (a) Let f0 be a point in 21 = _■/(_). Since M is monotone, _7_I(r0) is a

connected set. Since A is an A-set, _il7_1(r0) is a connected set (see LA

II.2.42). Therefore M is monotone on A.

(b) Assume that 21 = M(_) is not an A-set or a single point. Then we have

in 9)2 a simple arc y with end points tx, r2G2I such that 72f = fi+r2. Then

0^AM~1iy) is a connected set. Hence _T[_il7_1(7)] is a connected subset of

y21 = £i+ï2 and M\AM~liy)~\ contains £i and ç2. This is impossible. Therefore

21 is an A-set.

(c) For the monotone mappings MrA and r%M we have that

(1) MrAip) = rnMip) = Mip) for   p E A.

If A=P, then the proof of (c) follows from (1). Assume that A y¿P. Let G be

a component of P — A. Since A is an _-set, the frontier of G is a single point

Po (see LA II.2.35). Then (see LA II.2.40, II.2.43)

(2) MrAip) = Mipo) for p EG.

We assert that

(3) r*Mip) = Mipo) for   p EG.

Set Mo = r%M and let p be a point in G. Then Moip)E% and M0~l[Moip)] ¡s

a connected set whose intersection with A and with G is non-empty. Hence

poEMo'^Moip)]. Thus (3) holds. From (1), (2), and (3) it follows that

MrAip) =mMip) lor pEP.

2.3. Lemma. Let M: P->-9)2 be a monotone mapping from P onto a Peano

space 9)2. If M is light on a proper cyclic element C of P, then _ = _r(C) is a

proper cyclic element of 9)2 and for the monotone retractions re from P onto C and

r<¡. from 9)2 onto _, Mrc — rnM.

Proof. Since C is a proper cyclic element of. P, C is an A-set (see LA

II.2.50). Since M is light on C, _ is not a single point and hence, by (b) of

2.2, (_ is an .4-set. By (a) of 2.2, M is monotone on C and, since M is also light

on C by assumption, M is topological on C. Hence _ is cyclic. Therefore,

since _ is an _t-set which is cyclic, S is a proper cyclic element of 9)2 (see
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LA II.2.45). By (c) of 2.2, Mrc = r<s.M.

2.4. Lemma. Let M: P-»-9J2 be a monotone mapping from P onto a Peano

space 9)2. If 9)2 contains two distinct points %i and r2 which are conjugate (see

LA II.2.3), then there are points piEM~li%i) and p2EM~lir2) such that pi and

p2 are conjugate.

Proof. Assume that 9)2 contains two distinct points fi and j2 which are

conjugate. We have in P a simple arc y with end points ¿>iG^7-1(ïi) anc>

p2EM~li%2) such that 7[M-1(ri)+Af-1(r:2)] =pi+p2. Assume that pi and p2

are not conjugate. Then there is a point po such that pi, p2 are in different

components of P — po. po must necessarily be on y — ÍP1+P2) and hence

r0 = i_(£o) 5^ïi, Ï2- Since ii and r2 are conjugate there is an arc 7* with end

points fi, r2 such that 7* does not contain the point r0. Then M~xiy*) is a

connected set and pi+P2EM'1 iy*) EP—p0. Thus pi and p2 must be in the

same component of P — po. This is a contradiction. Hence pi and p2 are conju-

gate.

2.5. Lemma. Let M: P-»-9)2 be a monotone mapping from P onto a Peano

space 9)2. If M is constant on each proper cyclic element of P, then 9)2 is a dendrite.

Proof. Assume that 9)2 is not a dendrite. Then 9)2 contains two distinct

points fi, r2 which are conjugate. By 2.4 there are points piEM~lir,),

p2EM~lir2) such that pi, p2 are conjugate. Then pi, p2 belong to a proper

cyclic element of P. This contradicts the assumption that ikf is constant on

each proper cyclic element of P. Therefore 9)2 is a dendrite.

2.6. Lemma. Let M: P->-9)2 be a monotone mapping from P onto a Peano

space 9)2. For each proper cyclic element _ of 9)2 there is a proper cyclic element

C of P such that MÍQD&.

Proof. Assume that for a given proper cyclic element 6 of 9)2 there is no

proper cyclic element C of P such that _7(_")_)_. For each proper cyclic ele-

ment Cof P, _7(C) is either an A-set or a single point (see 2.2). Hence MiC)(&

is either the empty set or a single point (see LA II.2.45). Let re be the mono-

tone retraction from 9)2 onto S. Then r%M is a monotone mapping from P

onto _ and r<¡.M is constant on each proper cyclic element of P. By 2.5, _

is a dendrite. This contradicts the assumption that _ is a proper cyclic ele-

ment of 9)2. Therefore for each proper cyclic element _ of 9)2 there is a proper

cyclic element C of P such that __"(C) DS-

2.7. Let T be a mapping in 15 (see 1.1) and let T=LM, M: P-»-9J2,
L: 9)2—»P* be a monotone-light factorization of T (see 1.4).

Let C be a proper cyclic element of P and let re be the monotone retrac-

tion from P onto C. 5(P) is defined to be the class of mappings Trc for all

proper cyclic elements C of P on which P is not constant. Note that ô(P) is a

class of distinct mappings in 13.
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Let 6 be a proper cyclic element of the middle space 9)2 of the monotone-

light factorization of P and let nj be the monotone retraction from 9)2 onto S.

A(P) is defined to be the class of mappings Lr&M for all proper cyclic elements

(_ of 9)2. It should be noted that A(P) is a class of distinct mappings in 15 and

that, by LA II.2.95, A(P) is independent of the choice of the monotone-light

factorization of P.

Let Po be a Peano space and let Po: Po~>-P he a continuous mapping

from Po onto P. ô(P)Po is defined to be the class of mappings TrcT0 for all

mappings Trc in ¿5(P) and A(P)P0 is defined to be the class of mappings

LrçMTo for all mappings LrçM in A(P). As a special case, it follows that

A(P)=5(P)_7.

2.8. Lemma. Let M0: Po->-P be a monotone mapping from a Peano space

Po onto P and let T be a mapping in 15 (see 1.1). Then A(Pil70) =A(P)_70.

Proof. Let T=LM, M-.P-^-W, £:9)2->P*, be a monotone-light factoriza-

tion of P. Then TM0 =LiMM0), MM0: P<r»-ä72, L : 9)2^P*, is a monotone-light
factorization of P_i0. Let Kbea proper cyclic element of 9)2 and let rg be

the monotone retraction from 9)2 onto E. Then Lr§M is in A(P) and Lr<$.MMo

is in A (Pifo). Therefore A(P_f0) =A(P)i_0.

2.9. Lemma. Let T be a mapping in 15 (see 1.1). Assume that the proper

cyclic elements C of P can be divided into two classes K~i, 7-2 such that T is con-

stant on each CEKi and T is light on each CG7_2 ieither Kx or 7_2 may be

empty). Then 5(P)=A(P).

Proof. Let T=LM, il7:P->9)2, £:9)2->P*, be a monotone-light factoriza-
tion of P. Then M is constant on each CEKi and M is light (in fact, topo-

logical) on each CG7i2. For each CEKi, 17(C) is a point and hence _7(C) is

not a proper cyclic element of 9)2. By 2.3, for each CG7-2, _ = _7(C) is a

proper cyclic element of 9)2 and by 2.6 the formula 6 = _7(C), CEK2, gives

all the proper cyclic elements of 9)2. By 2.3, Mrc = r<$.M for CEK2, <S = Af(C).

Hence Trc = EMrc = Lr<iM for each CG7i2, _ = _7(C). Therefore _(P) =A(P).

3. Partitions of mappings

3.1. Throughout the present part 3, P is a fixed Peano space, P* is a. fixed

metric space, and 15 denotes the class of all continuous mappings from P into

P* (see 1.1).

3.2. Lemma. Let T and T0 be mappings in 15 and let T=LM, M: P-ï-'HJl,

7,: 9)2—>P*, be a monotone-light factorization of T (see 1.4). Assume that To is

constant on each set Âf_1(ï) for çG9)î. Then T=P0Af_1(r) is a continuous

mapping from 9)2 into P* and P0 = tM.

Proof. Since T0 is constant on each set M_1(f), ïG9J2, T=ToM~lit) is a

single-valued mapping from 9)2 into P*   and Po = Po_-_1_7 = tíI7. The con-
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tinuity of t then follows by an elementary reasoning.

3.3. Lemma. Under the conditions stated in 3.2 let £i be a set in P on

which Toip) = Tip) and let £2 be a set in P on which Toip)=p*. Then r(j)

= Li%)for 1EMÍE1) and r(r) =p%for rGii(_2).

Proof. If rG17(£i) then P(r) = PM-^r) and r(r) = ToM~xii). Since
M-lir)Ei7±Ç> and P and P0 are constant on M~lii), T0M-1i%) = TM'1ir).

Therefore r(r) =-,(£)•

If xEMiEi) then itf-'O^^O. Since P0 is constant on M~li%), r(f)

= ToM-Kl)=Pt
3.4. Let Pi, P2 be mappings in 15 which constitute a partition of a map-

ping P in 15 (see 1.2). Then there exists a point p*EP* and a pair of subsets

£1, £2 in P such that the following conditions hold, (a) £1, £2 are closed sets,

(b) £i+£2 = P. (c) Pi and P2 satisfy the relations

Tiip)=ñp) if pGE" ivw-tf if peEi'
\po     if PEE2,        w     lr(#)  if  íG_,

In the sequel we shall refer to this section for the notation for a partition

of a mapping T and also for the notation

T = 7.17,       _f:P-*-äß,       7,:9)2^P*,

for a monotone-light factorization of P.

3.5. Lemma. Lei a partition of a mapping PG15 be given as in 3.4. For each

connected set EinP- T~lip*) either (a) £ _£i, ££2 = 0 or (b) £ C£2, EEX = 0.

Proof. Let £ be a connected set in P— T~lip*). Now ££x is the set of

points of £ where Tuip) =pt and ££2 is the set of points of £ where Tiip)

= p*. Hence ££1, ££2 are disjoint sets, the sum of ££1 and ££2 is £, and ££1,

££2 are closed relative to £. Assume that ££^0 and ££2^0. Then £ is not

a connected set (see LA 1.2.21). This is a contradiction. Hence either (a)

££2 = 0 and £C£i or (b) ££j = 0 and £C£2.

3.6. Lemma. Let a partition and a monotone-light factorization of a mapping

PG15 be given as in 3.4. Then Tu P2 are constant on each set ilf-1(f), jG9)2.

Proof. Let f be a point in 9)2. If _£-»(,) ET'\pt), then __(/>) = P2(J>) =£0*

for pEM-lit)- H M-KriCP-P-1^.), then, since Af"1^) is a connected set,

either (a) or (b) of 3.5 holds for E = M~li%). Hence both Pi and P2 are con-

stant on _7_1(ï).

3.7. Lemma. Let a partition and a monotone-light factorization of a mapping

PG15 be given as in 3.4. Set n = PiM-^ï), r2 = P2M-1(r), rG9)2. PÄe« Pi = ni_,
P2 = T2_7, a«_ ri, r2 constitute a partition of L.

Proof. By 3.6, Pi and P2 are constant on the sets ilf-1(?). ïG9)2. By 3.2
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Ti and r2 are continuous mappings from 9)2 into P* and Pi = txM, P2 = t2M.

By 3.3 we have the following relations satisfied for the subsets £i, £2

described in 3.4.

(7(f)   if   xEMiEi), (p*o      if   lEMiEi),
n(ï) = \ * r2(r) = <

\p*o      if   f__f(j_,), U(r)    if   rGlf(£2).

Since 17(£i) and 17(£2) are closed sets whose sum is 9)2, ri and t2 constitute a

partition of 7. (see 1.2).

3.8. A Peano space Po will be said to possess the property X if the following

condition is satisfied : For each proper cyclic element C of Po and any closed

and totally disconnected set £ in C, C—E is a connected set.

As an example, a 2-cell or a 2-sphere possesses the property X. Hence

any monotone image of a 2-cell or a 2-sphere possesses the property X.

3.9. Lemma. Let a partition of a mapping PG15 be given as in 3.4. Assume

that the mapping T is light and that P possesses the property X (see 3.8). Then,

for each proper cyclic element C of P, either

(a) Tiip) = Tip),        T2ÍP) = p*o for pEC,

or

(b) Tiip) = Tip), Tiip) = p*                        for pEC;

and (see 2.7) 6(P) =o(Pi)+5(P2).

Proof. Let C be a proper cyclic element of P. Since P possesses the

property X and P is light, the set E=C—T~1ip*) is a connected set in

P-T-^po*). Hence either (a) or (b) of 3.5 holds. Since Tiip) = Tiip) = Tip)

= p* for pET~lip*), either (a) or (b) (and not both) of this section holds.

Let Til be the class of proper cyclic elements of P where (a) holds and let

7-2 be the class of proper cyclic elements of P where (b) holds. Each proper

cyclic element of P is contained in either 7-i or 7-2 and none is contained in

both classes. Then (see 2.7) 5(Pi) is the class of mappings Tirc—Trc for

CE7-1, ö(P2) is the class of mappings Tirc=Trc for CG7-2, and ô(P) is the

class of mappings Trc for CG7_i+7-2. Therefore ô(P) = ô(Pi)+ô(P2).

3.10. Lemma. Let a partition and a monotone-light factorization of a mapping

PG15 be given as in 3.4 and let 1_, r2 be the mappings defined in 3.7. Assume

that the middle-space 9)2 possesses the property X (see 3.8). Then for each proper

cyclic element _ of 9)2, either

(a) Tiii) = Lit),        r2(f) = p* for r G 6,

or

(b) r2(r) = Lid,       ri(r) = pt for r G S;

awdô(L) = Ô(n)+5(T2).
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Proof. By 3.7 the mappings t_, t2 constitute a partition of L. Since 9)2,

L, Ti, t2 satisfy the conditions of 3.9, the statements of 3.10 follow from 3.9.

3.11. Theorem. Let a partition and a monotone-light factorization of a

mapping PG13 be given as in 3.4. Assume that the middle-space 9)2 possesses

the property X (see 3.8). Then A(P) =A(7_) +A(P2).

Proof. Let 7_, r2 be the mappings defined in 3.7. By 3.10

(1) KL) = bin) + Sir»).

As noted in 2.7, A(P) =5(P)M. Hence from (1)

(2) A(r) = ôin)M + Bin)M.

By (a) and (b) of 3.10, Ti, t2 are either light or constant on each proper cyclic

element of 9)2. By 2.9

(3) A(ti) = Sin),       Ain) = 5in),

and by 2.8

(4) A(Ti) = Ain)M,        A(P,) = A(r2)17.

From (2), (3), and (4) it follows that A(P) =A(Pi) + (P2).

3.12. Lemma. Let a partition and a monotone-light factorization of a map-

ping PG15 be given as in 3.4. Assume that 9)2 possesses the property X. For each

proper cyclic element _ of 9)2 either

(a) Tiip) = Tip),       T2ÍP) = P* for p E M~^),

or

(b) Ttip) = Tip),        Tiip) = P*o for p E ^(S).

Proof. Let n, t2 be the mappings defined in 3.7. By 3.7, Ti = nM and

Ti = nM. If (a) of 3.10 holds, then (a) of this section holds and if (b) of 3.10

holds, then (b) of this section holds.

3.13. Lemma. Assume that a mapping PG13 admits of an unrestricted

factorization T = sf, f: P—>9)2, s: 9)2—>P*, where 9)2 is a simple arc (see 1.3).

Then, for any set £ in P on which T is not constant, there exist mappings Pi

and P2 in 13 such that neither _ x nor P2 is constant on E and Pi, P2 constitute

a partition of T.

Proof. Let pi, p2 be two points in £ such that Tipi)^Tip2). Then

fiPi)^fip2)- Since 9)2 is a simple arc there is a point foG9)2 such that s(r0)

^s[fipi)], s\f(pî)] and 9)2 —ïo consists of two components d, G2 with

fipi)EGi and /(J>2)GG2. Then _i = Gi+r0 and _t2 = G2+r0 are A-sets and

_i_2 = fo. Let fi be the monotone retraction from 9)2 onto Ai and let r2 be the

monotone retraction from 9)2 onto _2. By 1.5 the mappings Ti = srif, T2 = sr2f
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are in 13 and constitute a partition of P. Now Pi(^>2) =s(ro)^ P(£i) = Pi(/>i)

and T2Ípi)=siio)?íTip2) = T2Íp2). Therefore neither Pi nor P2 is constant

on £.

3.14. Theorem. Let T be a mapping in 13 and let T=LM, M: P->-9)2,

L: 9)2—>P*, be a monotone-light factorization of T. Assume that 9)2 possesses the

property X and that T admits of an unrestricted factorization in which the middle

space is a simple arc. Then 9)2 is a dendrite.

Proof. Assume that 9)2 has a proper cyclic element _. Then P is not

constant on 17_1(_). Since P admits of an unrestricted factorization in which

the middle space is a simple arc, by 3.13 there exist mappings Pi, P2G15

such that neither Pi nor P2 is constant on _7-1((5) and _ lf P2 constitute a

partition of P. Since 9)2 posesses property X, by 3.12 either Pi or P2 is con-

stant on 17_I(_). These are contradictory statements and hence 9)2 has no

proper cyclic elements. Therefore 9)2 is a dendrite.

4. A general cyclic additivity theorem

4.1. Using the assumptions and notations of 1.1, 1.3, 1.6, let T = sf>

f: P—»5Dc, s: 9)2—>P*, be an unrestricted factorization of a mapping PG15. If

C is a proper cyclic element of 9)2 (see LA II.2.10, II.2.50), then re will

denote the monotone retraction from 9)2 onto C. The functional <- (see 1.6)

is termed strongly additive if

(1) HT) = 22 Hsrcf),       C C 9)2,

for every PG15 and for every unrestricted factorization of P. In interpreting

the preceding formula, the agreements stated in 1.10 are used, and it is under-

stood that an empty summation has the value zero. Thus, in case 9)2 has no

proper cyclic elements, the formula means that <-(P)=0.

4.2. Cyclic additivity theorem. Suppose that the functional <t> satisfies

the following condition in addition to those stated in 1.6.

(e) If the mapping PG15 admits of an unrestricted factorization where the

middle space 9)2 is a simple arc, then <-(P) =0.

Then i> is strongly additive, in the sense of 4.1.

The proof will be given in several steps.

4.3. Assume that the middle-space occurring in 4.1 (1) is a single point

or a simple arc. Then the summation in 4.1 (1) is empty and hence its value is

zero by agreement. On the other hand, "-(P) =0 by 1.6 (b) or 4.2 (e). Thus

4.1 (1) holds in these special cases.

4.4. Assume that the middle space 9)2 occurring in 4.1 (1) is a single cyclic

chain C(fi, r2) with a finite number of proper cyclic elements G, • • • , C„

(see LA II.2.21). From the structure of a cyclic chain (see LA II.2.63) there

follows the existence of a finite cyclic chain decomposition 9)2 = A1+ • • •
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+Am (cf. 1.9, case (a)), such that each A¡ is either a simple arc or one of

Ci, • • • , C„. Therefore, if we denote by r¡ the monotone retraction from 9)2

onto Aj, we have by 1.9 the formula

m

(1) HT) = 22 *isr,f).
3=1

For the mapping Py = sr/we have the unrestricted factorization

Tj = sir if),       r,f: P->A,-,       s:A,^P*.

If Aj is a simple arc, then _ (Py) =0 by 4.2 (e). If A¡ is one of G, • • • , C„,

say Aj=Ck, then r¡ = rc for C=G. Thus (1) yields 4.1 (1).

4.5. Assume that the middle space 9)2 occurring in 4.1 (1) is a single

cyclic chain C(fi, r2) with infinitely many proper cyclic elements G, • • • ,

Cn, • • • ■ Give any positive integer j and consider &,♦••', C,. From the

structure of a cyclic chain (see LA II.2.63) there follows the existence of a

finite cyclic chain decomposition 9)2=_i+ • • • +Am (cf. 1.9, case (a)), such

that each one of G, • • • , C¡ coincides with one of A\, • • ■ , Am. If we denote

by r the monotone retraction from 9)2 onto At, then we have by 1.9 the

formula

m

(1) HT) = 22 Hsnf).
fc_i

If 22* denotes summation restricted to those subscripts k for which Ak coin-

cides with one of G, • • • , C¡, then (1) yields (since _ is non-negative) the

inequality

(2) HT) è 22**isnf) = 22 HsrcJ).
71=1

Since j is arbitrary, (2) yields

(3) HT) _: 22 Hsrcf), C C 9)2.

To derive the complementary inequality, we join the points ji, r2 of 9)2

= C(ïi, 52) by a simple arc c. For each n, the intersection of C„ and c is a

simple arc cn, and the arcs ci, • ■ ■ , c„, • • • have no interior points in com-

mon (see LA II.2.61). Since a simple arc is an absolute retract, we have for

each n a retraction mn (not necessarily monotone) from Cn onto cn. For each

j, define a mapping

rf. m -» 9»,- = c + Ci H-h Ci

as follows: T/(f)«j if ïG9)2y, and TyQ:) =mn(r) if %ECn, n>j. Since the

diameter of C„ converges to zero as «—>=o (see LA II.2.52), r,- is continuous

on 9)2 and is in fact a retraction inot necessarily monotone) from 9)2 onto 9Wy.
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Furthermore, it follows that t¡ converges on 9)2 uniformly to the identity, and

hence sr//converges uniformly to sf=T. By 1.6 (c) it follows that

(4) HT) _= lim inf -(sr,/) for j —> <x>.

Now 9J2; is again a Peano space which is (relative to itself) a single cyclic chain,

and the proper cyclic elements of 9J2/are precisely G, • ■ • , C¡ (see LA II.2.82).

Hence, if we denote by r* the monotone retraction from 9)2/ onto G,

k = 1, • • • , j, we have by 4.4 the formula

(5) Hsrif) = 22 Hsr'iTif).
k~l

In applying 4.4, we used here the unrestricted factorization

STif = sitif),       Tif: P -» TI,;       s: ÜR, -* P*.

Even though r¡ itself is not necessarily monotone, it follows readily that

rjTj is a monotone retraction from 9)2 onto G, and hence (see LA II.2.43)

(6) rjTj = rCk.

From (4), (5), (6) we infer the inequality

(7) HT) á 22 Hsrcf), C C 9)2.

Finally, (3) and (7) yield 4.1 (1).
4.6. Assume finally that the middle space 9)2 occuring in 4.1 (1) does not

reduce to a single cyclic chain. Let then Au ■ • • , An, • ■ • be a (finite or

infinite) sequence of cyclic chains that constitute a decomposition of 9)2 in the

sense of the cyclic chain approximation theorem. By 1.9 we have

(1) HT) = 22 Hsrnf),
n

where r„ is the monotone retraction from 9)2 onto _„. For the mapping sr„f

we have the unrestricted factorization

srnf = sirnf),       rnf: P-*An,       s: An^>P*.

By 4.3, 4.5 we have therefore

(2) Hsrnf) = 22 Hsrlrnf), C C An,

where rc is the monotone retraction from An onto C. Now the proper cyclic

elements of _„ are precisely those proper cyclic elements of 9)2 that are sub-

sets of An (see LA 11.2.79). It follows that

(3) rcrn = rc,

where rc is the monotone retraction from 9)2 onto C. Furthermore, each

proper cyclic element of 9)2 is a subset of precisely one of the cyclic chains
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An. Thus (1), (2), (3) yield

HT) = 22 Hsrcf), C-CWi

and the proof of the theorem stated in 4.2 is complete.

5. A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CYCLIC ADDITIVITY THEOREMS

5.1. Using the assumptions and notations of 1.1, 1.4, let T = LM,

M: P->9)2, 7,:9)2—>P*, be a monotone-light factorization of a mapping PG15.

If C is a proper cyclic element of 9)2 then rc will denote the monotone retrac-

tion from 9)2 onto C. A functional _ satisfying the conditions (a), (b), (c) of

1.6 is termed weakly additive if

(1) HT) = 22 HLrcM), C C 9)2,

for every PG13 and every monotone-light factorization of P. In interpreting

this formula the same agreements as those stated in 4.1 are understood. Using

the notation of 2.7, let t be a generic notation for a mapping in A(P). Then

(1) can be written in the form

(2) $(r) = £ *W,        r E A(7).

5.2. Theorem. Assume that P satisfies the condition that every monotone

image of P possesses the property X (see 3.8) and that the functional _ satisfies

the conditions (a), (b), (c) of 1.6. If _ is weakly additive in the sense of 5.1, then

<- is also strongly additive in the sense of 4.1.

Proof. By the theorem in 4.2 we must show that <- satisfies the conditions

(d) of 1.6 and (e) of 4.2.

We first show that <_ satisfies condition (d) of 1.6. Let Pi, P2 be mappings

in 13 which constitute a partition of a mapping PG13 (see 1.2). Since $ is

weakly additive, by 5.1 (2) we have

(1) HT) = 22 Ht),        r G MT).

(2) HTi) = 22 Ht),        r G AiTi).

(3) HT2) = 22 Ht),        t G A(7_).

Since the middle space 9)2 in a monotone-light factorization of P is a mono-

tone image of P, 9)2 possesses the property X. By the'theorem in 3.11

(4) AiT) = AiTi) + _.(_*,).

(1), (2), (3), and (4) imply that _(P) = <-(Pi)+<ï>(P2).

We now show that "i» satisfies the condition (e) of 4.2. The middle-space

9)2 in a monotone-light factorization of a mapping PG15 possesses the prop-

erty X by assumption. If a mapping P admits of an unrestricted factorization

in which the middle-space is a simple arc, then, by the theorem in 3.14, 9)2 is*a

dendrite. Hence "-(P) =0.
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5.3. We proceed to show that the theorem of 5.2 applies if P is any uni-

coherent Peano space (see LA 1.2.24). We first give some lemmas needed for

this purpose.

Lemma 1. Let P be a unicoherent Peano space and let X be a proper sub-

continuum of P. Then, for each component G of P — X, the frontier of G is a

continuum or a point.

Proof. Let fr(G) designate the frontier of G. It follows readily that

G+fr (G) and P-G are continua. Hence fr (G) = (G+fr (G)) iP-G) is a

continuum or a point, since P is unicoherent.

Lemma 2. Let P be a unicoherent Peano space. Then P possesses the property

X.

Proof. Let C be any proper cyclic element of P. Then C is a monotone

image of P (see LA II.2.50, II.2.42) and hence Cis a unicoherent Peano space

(see LA 11.1.7). Let £ be a closed and totally disconnected subset of C.

Assume that C—£ is not a connected set. Let Go be a component of C—E.

Then X = G0+fr (Go) is a proper siibcontinuum of C—E. Let G be a com-

ponent of C — X. By Lemma 1 of this section fr (G) is a continuum or a point.

Hence, since fr (G) Cfr (Go) C£, fr (G) is a single point. Then C —fr (G) is not

a connected set. This contradicts the assumption that C is a proper cyclic

element of P. Therefore P possesses the property X.

5.4. Lemma. If P is a unicoherent Peano space, then every monotone image

of P possesses the property X.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 2 of 5.3 since the monotone image of

a unicoherent Peano space is a unicoherent Peano space (see LA 11.1.7).

5.5. Theorem. Let P be a unicoherent Peano space, and let _ be a func-

tional that satisfies the conditions (a), (b), (c) of 1.6 and is weakly additive in

the sense of 5.1. Then <_■ is strongly additive in the sense of 4.1.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of 5.4 and 5.2.

5.6. The strong additivity of the Lebesgue area A (see Introduction) fol-

lows now immediately from the facts that (1) A is known to be weakly addi-

tive and (2) the square is unicoherent. However, our results apply also in the

2-sphere case (the case of P-surfaces of the type of the 2-sphere, see LA

II.3.24, LA II.3.43). Indeed, A is known to be weakly additive in the 2-sphere

case also (see Youngs [3]), and the 2-sphere is also unicoherent. Thus the

theorem of 5.5 shows that the Lebesgue area A is strongly additive in the

2-sphere case also.

5.7. The question arises as to what is the scope of the theorem in 5.2.

This is equivalent to asking the following question. For what Peano spaces P

is it true that every monotone image of P possess the property X ? The answer
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to this question is given in the following result.

Lemma. In order that every monotone image of a Peano space P possesses

the property X it is necessary and sufficient that P be unicoherent.

Proof. If a Peano space P is unicoherent then by 5.4 every monotone image

of P possesses the property X. This proves the sufficiency. To show the

necessity, assume that P is not unicoherent. Then there is a monotone

mapping from P onto a Peano space 9)2 where 9)2 is cyclic but where 9)2 con-

tains two points ji, r2 such that 9)2 — (Ï1+Ï2) is not connected (see Hall and

Youngs [5, Theorem 15]). Thus this particular monotone image of P does not

possess the property X.
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